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The 21st century U.S. military—being redesigned, developed and tested 
today—is driven by diverse global mission requirements and force 
modernization subject to fiscal constraint. The practical application of the theory 
of requisite variety is accomplished through development of an analytical 
framework for prioritizing force structure elements. It provides a systematic 
basis for assigning priority to research, development, production, and 
operational activities. Requisite variety ensures warfighting effectiveness subject 
to a variety of different mission requirements and budget constraints. The 
authors use a game-theoretic model to emphasize the importance of requisite 
variety in weapon system prioritization and operational decision making. They 
outline, define, and provide examples of three concrete approaches to 
increasing the variety available to a military commander—regulation, 
information, and variety catalysts. And they reinforce the distinction between 
qualitative and quantitative variety in military systems and operations. They 
further examine the framework through an Army advanced warfighting 
experiment, which leads to important results and considerations with respect 
to requirements determination, weapon system prioritization, and battlefield 
operations. 

As it heads into the 21st century, the 
U.S. military is driven by two di- 
vergent factors (Figure 1): diverse 

global mission requirements, and force 
modernization subject to fiscal constraint. 

Regarding the first factor, the military 
continues to fulfill mission requirements 
around the world, and it must remain pre- 
pared to deploy, in force, literally at a 
moment's notice. Although there is no 
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longer a single, galvanizing threat such as 
the former Soviet Union, we observe an 
increasing likelihood of forces deploying 
to multiple, simultaneous regional con- 
flicts. Missions are expanding to include 
operations other than war (OOTW), which 
can require a different set of skills and 
assets than those designed and used for 
intensive conflict. For example, the strict 
rules of engagement for peacekeeping 
missions could require a unique set of riot 
control weapons. A former Service Sec- 
retary has commented on this situation 
(West, 1997): "In the past, [we] trained 
primarily to fight and win large-scale con- 
flicts; now we must prepare to meet a 
wider range of contingencies at all levels 
of the operational continuum." 

The result is that U.S. military forces 
face greater demands than ever before, 
across a wide spectrum of threats that are 

globally dispersed yet temporally con- 
fined. In short, the requirements have 
never been so demanding and of such wide 
variety. 

Moreover, existing military assets are 
aging and require modernization to catch up 
with the quantum technological advances 
of the past two decades, particularly those 
involving information technology. But 
modernization of a responsive global force 
represents an expensive proposition. This 
expense is compounded by the increased 
variety of the expanding military mission 
noted above. Concurrent with diverse and 
demanding mission requirements, the 
United States faces a severe fiscal con- 
straint and has significantly decreased 
defense spending. Competition for dwin- 
dling defense dollars is intense, as mod- 
ernization must compete with readiness, 
armor with air defense, the Army with the 
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Navy and Air Force, and so forth. Further, 
the politics of weapon system prioriti- 
zation are equally intense. As a result, the 
risk of misallocating scarce military 
resources to the wrong mix of systems has 
never been greater. The potential conse- 
quence of this situation is clear; when the 
need for warfighting arises, the correct 
mix and number of forces may not be 
available within the time frame required 
for decisive action. 

This article demonstrates practical 
application of the theory of requisite vari- 
ety through the development of a decision 
framework for prioritizing force structure. 
Although the scope of this article is quite 
broad and applicable to the entire joint 
warfighting community, we make the 
framework and associated concepts con- 
crete by focusing on the Army, which 
arguably is most affected by expanding 
mission requirements such as OOTW. We 
will examine the current requirements 
determination process and conceptual doc- 
trine the Army proposes to use in the 21st 
century. With this background, we apply 
the theory of requisite variety to develop 
a conceptual framework for analyzing the 
mix of weapon systems programs and 
operational forces. The framework pro- 
vides a systematic basis for prioritizing 
research, development, production, and 
operational activities to ensure military 
warfighting effectiveness subject to a 
variety of different mission requirements 
(e.g., OOTW, peacekeeping, war) and 
severe budget constraints. We then exam- 
ine the model by assessing this conceptual 
framework in terms of an Army advanced 
warfighting experiment, and then present 
conclusions and recommendations for the 
military leadership. 

CURRENT REQUIREMENTS 

DETERMINATION PROCESS 

To address the complexities of 21st cen- 
tury warfare, the Army has implemented 
a new requirements determination process 
and developed unique concepts for land 
combat called Force XXI operations. The 
new requirements determination process 
investigates many promising advances in 
science and technology, in addition to 
meeting operational deficiencies identified 
through mission area analysis. The pro- 
cess depicted in Figure 2 begins with the 
training and doctrine command 
(TRADOC) vision, which is translated 
into required future operational capabili- 
ties (FOCs). FOCs are intended to provide 
a warfighting focus for the Army's science 
and technology investments. One set of 
FOCs is written for each of the Army's 
battle laboratories and encompasses the 
battlefield dynamics for which each lab is 
responsible. The battle labs (along with 
TRADOC com- 
bat developers) "To address the 
use integrated aorrplesKities of 21st 
concept teams «rtH^y warfare» trie 
(ICTs) to trans-    Arrtyhfs irrPle- 
form FOCs into    'tt,teJarew 

i'<jc|LiiTm ignis 
solutions across     _.../ ^ .. OTi<ir'iTTif lauere 
the domains of    rrmnr;7WTl 

doctrine, train-    developed incus 
ing, leader de-    .^^^ ^ U^^H 

velopment, or-    oarrbat cd led Ferae 
ganization, ma-    XXI operations/' 
teriel, and per- 
sonnel. These solutions are examined and 
tested through live, virtual, and concep- 
tual warfighting experiments. Feedback 
from the experiments is used to further 
define and refine the product until a firm 
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Experiments 

Source: Modified from U.S. Army TRADOC, Requirements (1996). 
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requirement emerges (U.S. Army 
TRADOC, 1996). As noted above, the 
number and diversity of such firm and 
well-understood requirements continues 
to multiply. 

The requirements determination pro- 
cess is designed to be flexible. ICTs 
include personnel from a broad spectrum 
of disciplines and have the potential to 
facilitate a smooth transition to the inte- 
grated product teams (IPTs) used to man- 
age materiel programs. But the resources 
needed to purchase all materiel require- 
ments are rarely there—especially in the 
quantities specified by commanders. The 
result is that key doctrine and tactics 
deemed necessary cannot be fulfilled. We 
believe there are numerous opportunities 
to leverage the theory of requisite variety 
during this process to help solve the 
problem. 

Plans for Force XXI operations make 
numerous direct and indirect references to 
the need for variety in our forces. For 
example, they call for knowledge-based 
operations, which exploit information 
technology and leverage other technologi- 
cal opportunities to achieve a new level 
of effectiveness in joint warfighting, while 
minimizing exposure to casualties. They 
also call for soldiers themselves to become 
more versatile, capable of performing a 
number of different missions, often simul- 
taneously. They emphasize multidimen- 
sional operations—attacking the enemy 
across myriad spectra, decisive operations, 
and even, simultaneously, humanitarian 
relief. Such features require commanders 
on the ground to be equipped with a wide 
variety of diverse weapon systems and 
modern assets, not just a large number of 
existing ones. 
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Unfortunately, the military has not 
articulated this need for variety well, and 
it has consequently suffered considerable 
criticism. For example, Army Force XXI 
operations have been criticized by some 
who believe the conceptual doctrine is too 
abstract, at the level of "Star Wars," and 
the Army has not adequately explained its 
vision for warfighting experiments to 
Congress (General Accounting Office, 
1995). The theory of requisite variety pro- 
vides the kind of intellectual foundation 
and approach to effectively articulate this 
need, as well as to assign priority to, quan- 
tify, and justify its integrated weapon sys- 
tems, modernization plans, tactics, and 
doctrine. 

REQUISITE VARIETY  

The theory of requisite variety was 
developed through studies of complex 

system dynamics (Ashby, 1956). Re- 
searchers such as Ashby observed that as 
systems become more complex, the vari- 
ety of their behaviors proliferates. Further, 
in order to control a complex system, the 
variety of responses built into the control 
mechanism must be at least equal to the 
variety of the system itself. In other words, 
the variety of the controller must equal or 
exceed that of the controlled, and the 
degree of variety sufficient to control a 
particular system is defined as requisite 
variety. Following Ashby (p. 208), only 
variety can control variety. 

The theory of requisite variety has a 
direct military application. For example, 
it directly supports the Army concept of 
dominant maneuver. In the simple case 
shown in Figure 3,1 the friendly com- 
mander serves as the control mechanism 
and the "enemy"(situation) represents the 
system to be controlled. Examples of this 
structure are coalition forces seeking to 
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control Iraq's access to weapons of mass 
destruction, and peacekeeping forces 
working to control ethnic killing in 
Bosnia. Each action taken by the enemy 
is perceived by the commander, who uses 
the resources and options available to 
counter such actions and control the sys- 
tem. As the enemy grows in capability, the 
variety of available actions proliferates. To 
control this increasingly capable enemy, 
as a minimum, the commander must at 
least be able to counter enemy actions. But 
to dominate the enemy, the commander 
requires a variety of weapons and tactics 
that exceeds the enemy's ability to make 
an effective, timely response. 

We illustrate requisite variety in a game- 
theoretic context as shown in Table 1. 
Although this example is simple, the 
theory and practical application scale very 
well to support military planning and 
weapon system prioritization up to the 
Army level and beyond (e.g., the Depart- 
ment of Defense, the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization, coalition forces). The 
friendly commander's courses of action 
(COAs) are listed on the left side of the 
table. In this example, they include an 
armor battalion (AR BN), an attack heli- 
copter battalion (ATK HEL), and an air 
defense task force (AD TF) capable of 
defeating helicopters and tactical ballistic 

missiles. The enemy commander's COAs 
are listed along the top. They include an 
attack helicopter squadron (ATK HEL), a 
tank regiment (TK REG), a motorized rifle 
regiment (MR REG), and a tactical 
ballistic missile regiment (TBM). As noted 
above, there is no hard limit to the num- 
ber of COAs and mix of participants (e.g., 
Army/Navy, U.S./foreign military, war/ 
OOTW) that can be analyzed through this 
technique. We now describe the simulated 
battle or engagement outlined in Table 1. 

Both commanders are assumed to be 
situationally aware (i.e., they can see the 
table) and the game-theoretic rules are as 
follows. The enemy is allowed to make 
the first move by selecting a CO A, and 
thus, a particular column. The friendly 
commander, observing this selection, then 
chooses a CO A in response (i.e., a par- 
ticular row). Recent military experience 
is replete with examples of this "wait for 
the enemy to move" approach (e.g., Iraq 
invades Kuwait; Serbia seizes control of 
Bosnia). The outcome of the encounter is 
determined by the intersection of the 
selected row and column and is repre- 
sented in the table by bold, italic letters. 
Let's say, for example, that if the outcome 
is a, the friendly commander wins the 
engagement. If it is not a, the friendly 
commander loses.2 Clearly the specific 

Table 1. Matrix Model 1 of AsHbr/s Law 

ATK                       TK                       MR 
HEL                      REG                     REG TBM 

ARBN b                          a                         c d 

ATK HEL c                          c                          a b 

ADTF ab                          b a 
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table entries would vary for each theater 
of war or operations. 

It is straightforward to show in Table 1 
that the friendly commander possesses 
requisite variety to control the enemy. If 
the enemy moves first with attack helicop- 
ters (ATK HEL), for example, the friendly 
commander can counter with his air de- 
fense task force (AD TF). Similarly, if the 
enemy moves first with a tank regiment 
(TK REG), for example, the friendly com- 
mander can counter with armor (AR BN), 
and so forth. Regardless of the enemy 
COA, the friendly commander possesses 
sufficient variety to choose a COA and 
force the outcome to become a (therefore 
he can win), regardless of the enemy COA 
selected. And recall that the friendly com- 
mander even allows the enemy to move 
first. Thus, the friendly commander can 
dominate the theater because he possesses 
the requisite variety of forces and assets. 

At first glance, this military application 
may appear obvious or even simplistic. A 
commander might state, for example, "Of 
course if you give me more tanks or more 
soldiers I will defeat the enemy; I will 
overpower him with numerical superior- 
ity." However, a careful distinction must 
be made between numerical superiority 
and the variety of options available to a 
commander. Numerical superiority, or 
quantitative variety, is just that—the num- 
ber of soldiers, number of weapon systems 
or other factors used to determine a 
superior force. This was long the basis of 
Soviet weapon systems prioritization. Par- 
ticularly when projecting force abroad, 
however, numerical superiority cannot 
always be ensured. 

Alternatively, the nature of requisite 
variety is more qualitative. It is less con- 
cerned with aggregate totals than the mix 

of different types and capabilities of sol- 
diers, weapon systems, and tactics, as well 
as various configurations and temporal 
patterns in which they can be employed. 
Thinking back to the Gulf War, for ex- 
ample, most experts seem to agree that sat- 
ellite reconnaissance, broadband commu- 
nication, fast armored maneuver, and Pa- 
triot air defense proved to be more instru- 
mental to decisive victory than the num- 
ber of tanks and 
soldiers in the-    „ ^ ^ 
ater.   Indeed,     ._ actTiTaancler OB 
Gulf War expe-    .ri,-.l5.1Jilo. «„ 
rience supports 
our arguments    hei 
by suggesting    requisite variety of 
that the com-    fcroes and assets." 
mander with a 
sufficient mix 
(i.e., requisite variety) of COAs can even 
defeat an enemy with numerical superior- 
ity.3 This point is further illustrated 
through the simulated battle or engage- 
ment outlined in Table 2. This time the 
friendly commander has greater numeri- 
cal quantities of some weapons than be- 
fore (i.e., greater quantitative variety): two 
armored battalions and two infantry bat- 
talions. However, his qualitative variety 
has actually decreased because he no 
longer has an attack helicopter battalion 
or air defense task force. Now the table 
shows the friendly commander can no 
longer control the situation 100 percent 
of the time. For instance, the enemy can 
choose two COAs—attack helicopters 
(ATK HEL) and tactical ballistic missiles 
(TBM)—and force the outcome to be 
something other than a (i.e., force the 
friendly commander to lose the engage- 
ment). Despite having greater numbers 
of armor and infantry, the friendly 
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Table 2. Matrix Model 2 

ATK                       TK 
HEL                      REG 

MR 
REG TBM 

ARBN b                          a c d 

ARBN b                          a c d 

INFBN c                          b a c 

INFBN c                          b a c 

commander lacks the requisite variety to 
counter and control the enemy. 

Clearly, the concept can subsume Army 
operations to include joint warfare. For 
example, ADM Joseph Prueher, Com- 
mander-in-Chief, U.S. Pacific Command, 
recently made an indirect reference to 
requisite variety (Prueher, 1996): 

...each service (Army, Navy, Air 
Force) brings a unique capability 
to the battlefield. It is similar to a 
football team. You can't have a 
team with all fast receivers with 
good hands. In addition you need 
strong, relatively slow linemen, 
defensive specialists, and a quar- 
terback. This is the nature and 
strength of joint warfare. 

With this background, we turn to the 
question of how to determine requisite 
variety for a military force, putting the 
framework to practical use. 

APPLIED MILITARY FRAMEWORK  

Our scheme to operationalize the con- 
cept of requisite variety is based on some 

concrete, well-understood methods for 
increasing commanders' ability to domi- 
nate the enemy. Consider the relatively 
simple model outlined above, in which a 
commander is responsible for controlling 
a system. Figure 4 shows an expanded 
model of the system embedded in its en- 
vironment (depicted by the rectangle that 
encompasses the situation). This rectangle 
is drawn with dashed lines to indicate that, 
in real life, the environment is fluid, rather 
than static. Highlighted in the model are 
three factors affecting a commander's 
variety of action: regulation, information, 
and variety catalysts. 

REGULATION 

External factors exert forces on the sys- 
tem beyond the commander's control, and 
regulation can affect variety either posi- 
tively or negatively. On the positive side, 
regulation (beyond the commander's con- 
trol) can be used to limit the capabilities 
of current enemies or potential threats. 
International treaties (e.g., Strategic Arms 
Limitation Treaty, Nuclear Non-Prolifera- 
tion Treaty), postwar disarmament (e.g., 
of Germany and Japan) and arms-inspec- 
tion programs (e.g., in Iraq) represent 
examples of positive regulation. Notice 
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the subtlety of such regulation. It serves 
to augment the commander's variety, not 
by increasing his CO As, but by decreas- 
ing the variety required for him to control 
the enemy. 

As noted above, the opposite, negative 
effect of regulation occurs when the 
commander's mission portfolio is 
expanded (e.g., to include OOTW). These 
effects actually increase complexity and 
therefore exacerbate the need for variety 
in the friendly system. So long as the 
United States continues to use military 
forces to counter natural disasters and 
conduct OOTW, such lack of system regu- 
lation increases the variety of missions the 
Army has to perform. 

INFORMATION 

Information can be used by the com- 
mander to reduce the uncertainty of a sys- 
tem. Figure 4 shows numerous enemy 
CO As flowing toward the commander. To 
begin an engagement, the enemy selects 
one of these COAs.4 But until the com- 
mander can see or sense which COA is 
selected, he must consider and plan for 
every likely option available to the enemy. 
For example, the commander in theater 
must deal with the uncertainty of when, 
where, and how (even if) an enemy might 
strike. Shown as a funnel in Figure 4, 
information acts as a filter to reduce un- 
certainty (e.g., sensing enemy armor 
movements) and to expedite the proactive 

Environment 

Increased COAs Variety Catalyst 

Commander 
(Control) 

■ 
Uncertainty 

A 
Information 

I  

Figure 4b FramewicrK for Prauiding Requisite Variety 

Environmental 
Regulation 
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use of counter actions available to the 
commander (e.g., long-range air mobile 
strikes). Indeed, such information domi- 
nance represents a key aspect of Force 
XXI operations. 

Information also benefits the units and 
soldiers that are led by the commander. 
Some call this the "fog of war." To the 
soldier on the ground, it is the confusion 
or uncertainty of where he is on the 
ground, where the other units are located, 
and what is happening on the battlefield. 
Information—situational awareness—on 
the digital battlefield reduces this uncer- 
tainty, informing soldiers where they are, 
where their buddies are, and where the 
enemy is. 

It is important to understand, however, 
that information does not reduce or limit 
the enemy's CO As. Rather, it reduces the 
uncertainty of the situation and helps the 

commander to 
anticipate and 

"Inficrraticrtalso        counter them 
benefits Ute ivits 
and sdde» tnat responsively. 
areledbytne ThlS analysis 

aaiiia»ter. Scrws       Points to com" 
cEril this the'fog mand, control, 
ofviar.'" communica- 

tion, and intel- 
ligence (C3I) 

assets as principal tools to exploit infor- 
mation dominance. Integrated C3I assets 
reduce the time it takes to observe the 
enemy, orient friendly forces, and decide 
what action to take, for example. 

VARIETY CATALYSTS 

The analysis above also points to mo- 
bility assets, which complement informa- 
tion by reducing the time required to take 
action. As with information, mobility has 
no direct effect on enemy CO As, but by 

increasing mobility, the commander's 
COAs (i.e., variety) increase. Thus, the 
reader should appreciate that relative 
variety is key to this analysis. Moreover, 
mobility represents an example of the 
most potent dimension associated with this 
framework: variety catalysts. As depicted 
in Figure 4; variety catalysts directly 
increase the number of COAs available 
to the commander. They include changes 
in doctrine, training, organizations, lead- 
ership, personnel and materiel. Figure 4 
shows a set of COAs flowing from the 
commander to the enemy. Variety cata- 
lysts, depicted as a magnifying glass, 
amplify the number and types of COAs 
and increase the commander's variety. 
As noted above concerning materiel 
solutions, there are two ways to catalyze 
variety: quantitatively and qualitatively. 

Quantitative catalysts. Increasing 
quantitative variety means increasing the 
number of the same types of weapon 
systems, soldiers, or units. This method 
relies on massive force structures to over- 
whelm the enemy. It is not concerned with 
different types or kinds of weapon 
systems, but entirely with the quantities 
of each. By increasing the number of 
weapon systems, variety expands due to 
the increased number of combinations 
available to the commander. Consider 
ADM Prueher's football analogy from 
above. Quantitative variety is like a team 
fielding 22 players against the opponent's 
11. Think of all the different combinations 
of pass routes available to the quarterback 
with nine wide receivers, for example. 

While this time-tested focus on quan- 
titative variety may appear attractive, it 
has two distinct disadvantages. The first 
is cost. In today's environment, the DoD 
has little chance for budget increases. 

10 
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Rather, military commanders are now ac- 
customed to making do with less. Even 
so, opportunities to increase quantitative 
variety are not limited to just "buying 
more stuff." Most notably in the combat 
service support domain, the effective num- 
ber of weapon systems (e.g., measured by 
tactical aircraft sortie rates) can be 
increased by reducing repair time, 
decreasing mean time to repair, and simi- 
lar logistical interventions. The second 
disadvantage is that numerical superior- 
ity does not directly translate to victory 
on the battlefield. Earlier we saw that 
the friendly commander, despite having 
superior numbers, could not completely 
dominate the engagement because he 
lacked the necessary attack helicopters and 
air defense assets. In many instances, qual- 
ity, not quantity, is the dominant factor in 
theater. 

Qualitative catalysts. Qualitative 
variety concerns the diversity of actions 
available to control the system (e.g., com- 
mander CO As). Returning to our football 
analogy, to increase qualitative variety, a 
team could recruit players with different 
skills. Some may be fast runners and catch 
well, while others are big, strong, and very 
effective on the line, with still others who 
may kick well, and so forth. Note also by 
analogy that modern-era strategies and 
play selections require all players to be 
smart and well-trained. The Denver 
Broncos won Superbowl XXXII despite 
having a relatively "small" offensive line, 
for example, in part because of the variety 
of effective plays it could execute. A 
different option is to recruit players that 
are multitalented, athletes able to play 
multiple positions and roles well (e.g., 
running backs who can throw passes, 
blocking receivers, quarterbacks able to 

run). Such multitalented players tend to 
be quite expensive, however. 

Regarding military weapon systems, 
there are three primary approaches to in- 
creasing qualitative variety. The traditional 
approach is to build many different types 
of weapon sys- 
tems (e.g., ser- 
vice-unique air- 
craft or trucks). 
This is analo- 
gous to recruit- 
ing specialist 
players with 
different skills. 
The use of cur- 
rent and devel- 

"The use of cti-rer* 
and dsMslcpincj 
sffc^toe tedhnclocpesy 

up an entirely neuv 
'. of options for the 

' vino can 
»ancicDserwe 

frcmthe ultirrate 
'Hg^cjouncT" 

oping    space 
technologies, for example, opens up an en- 
tirely new set of options for the com- 
mander who can sense and observe from 
the ultimate "high ground." History 
shows that the disadvantage of this 
option is cost. Different, specialized 
weapon systems require unique invento- 
ries of spares, separately trained mechan- 
ics, idiosyncratic ammunition, and spe- 
cialized operator skills, the life-cycle cost 
of which is relatively high. 

A second approach—adapted from 
commercial industry—is to design fami- 
lies of weapon systems. For instance, a 
Bradley chassis can be used not only for 
an infantry fighting vehicle, but also for 
an air defense artillery system, and the 
Army currently does this with the family 
of medium tactical vehicles, which share 
a common chassis but are available in 
different cargo variants (e.g., materiel 
handling, dump, tractor, wrecker, vans). 
Likewise, the Navy envisions its next 
generation of surface combatants (SC-21) 
in terms of a family of ships, much C3I 

11 
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software is now developed into product 
lines, and so forth. Each individual sys- 
tem in a family or product line has a mix 
of common and peculiar elements in this 
approach. But this approach also suffers 
some of the same limitations, in that 
specialized parts, mechanics, operators, 
and the like could be required for each 
peculiar portion in a system family or 
product line. 

A third approach to increasing qualita- 
tive variety-is through weapon systems 
capable of performing multiple missions. 
This is similar to recruiting a multitalented 
player. For example, one weapon super- 
system could be developed not only to 
shoot artillery fire, but also to destroy en- 

emy aircraft and 
have enough 
mobility and di- 
rect firepower 
to be used as an 
infantry fight- 
ing vehicle. 
This third ap- 
proach differs 
from that above 

in that both the air-defense and infantry 
missions, for example, are accomplished 
by the same vehicle, whereas two simi- 
lar-but-different vehicles (sharing com- 
mon parts) are required in the family or 
product-line scheme above. This option 
also has disadvantages, for building com- 
plex weapon systems with multiple roles 
is difficult and sometimes costly. Not only 
does operation near the edge of the state 
of the art often greatly increase cost and 
performance risk, it can also have a del- 
eterious effect on reliability. Norm Augus- 
tine described this as the Law of Insatiable 
Appetites: "The last 10 percent of the per- 
formance sought generates one-third of the 

"A third approadVi 
to increasing quali- 
tative variety is 
tHraugP"! weapon 
systenr* capable of 
|TCffciTTitTg multiple 

cost and two-thirds of the problems." He 
continues (Augustine, 1983): 

Soon DoD will build an aircraft 
that is so expensive that it will 
have to be shared by the Services. 
The Air Force will use it for three 
days, the Navy for two, and the 
Army and Marines will use it half 
the time for the other two days of 
the week. 

Another disadvantage is the risk that 
one of these super systems would be 
destroyed. One artillery round or even a 
simple software virus could knock out a 
considerable amount of firepower. It 
would be like our multitalented football 
player suffering an injury which prevents 
him from playing. 

Other areas such as doctrine, organiza- 
tions, training, and recruiting can also 
increase the qualitative variety of a mili- 
tary force. While they may not directly 
increase the number of COAs available 
to the commander, they magnify variety 
by enabling a commander to more effi- 
ciently use his resources. Continuing our 
football analogy, these latter areas would 
pertain more to the coaching staff, train- 
ing facilities, and draft strategies than the 
football players themselves, but in a bud- 
get-constrained environment such as that 
faced by the DoD, one is compelled to 
investigate every viable opportunity, 
particularly those that increase variety at 
reasonable cost. 

EXAMINATION OF THE FRAMEWORK 

We have used the applied military 
framework to articulate three concrete 
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methods for increasing the commander's 
ability to dominate the battlefield: regu- 
lation, information, and variety catalysts. 
Clearly, all three alternatives can be com- 
bined to compound synergistic effects, but 
the optimal mix is dependent on the 
specific set of requirements (e.g., war or 
OOTW, desert or jungle, pre-positioning 
or amphibious assault) and subject to 
budgetary constraints. This applied mili- 
tary framework provides the analytical 
structure to objectively conduct the 
necessary requirements and tradeoff 
analyses. 

The framework is examined by apply- 
ing it to an Army advanced warfighting 
experiment (AWE). The intent is to ana- 
lyze the exercise from the perspective of 
our requisite variety framework. The 
exercise, conducted from July to Decem- 
ber 1995, was a general officer working 
group project sponsored by TRADOC. 
The goal of the exercise was to determine 
Force XXI requirements, structure, and 
conceptual doctrine for use in follow-on 
live and virtual exercises. We chose this 
particular exercise because it served as the 
foundation for many TRADOC Force XXI 
conceptual doctrine publications and re- 
search studies. The objective of the exer- 
cise was to build upon the early Force XXI 
concepts and produce: 

• the division operations and organiza- 
tion manual for Force XXI units; 

• the warfighting tasks and tactics, tech- 
niques, and procedures (TIP) for Force 
XXI units; and 

• the how-to-fight manual for the 
experimental force (EXFOR5). 

■•.nic< 
officer working 
group reaqgri zed 
that without requi- 
site variety the 
Faroe XXI cf vision 
would be unable to 
conduct decisive 
operations* thatisy 
the cf vision viould 
not be able to 
I  ll   ■■!■ !■■■» -llWll-l     ■■ ■ acmnateuie 
batUefielcL 

A major regional contingency set in the 
21st century served as the scenario for this 
exercise. The friendly forces consisted of 
a Force XXI division (e.g., M1A2 tanks, 
M2A3 infantry fighting vehicles, LOSAT 
antitank systems, future scout vehicles 
(FSV), and Comanche helicopters). This 
notional division was assigned the 
dominant mis- 
sion   of   the 
corps' decisive 
operation. The 
opposing forces 
consisted of a 
combination of 
high- and me- 
dium-technol- 
ogy enemy divi- 
sions (e.g., T72/ 
T80 tanks, BTR 
80 infantry ve- 
hicles, HIND 
D/E/F helicop- 
ters). It is interesting to note the opposing 
forces outnumbered the Force XXI divi- 
sion; that is, the "enemy" possessed 
superior quantitative variety. 

The AWE supports many aspects of our 
conceptual framework. For example, the 
general officer working group recognized 
that without requisite variety, the Force 
XXI division would be unable to conduct 
decisive operations; that is, the division 
would not be able to dominate the battle- 
field. The lack of requisite variety in this 
exercise can be traced to two factors. First, 
using TRADOC vernacular, the Force 
XXI division did not have the "assured 
capabilities" required for the operation. 
Two examples involve mobility assets for 
the light brigade and air defense assets. 
The ideal plan of attack included the use 
of light infantry in combination with armor 
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forces. But the division lacked the airlift 
or truck capability needed to fully exploit 
this option. The resulting mobility differ- 
ential made it difficult to synchronize 
infantry with armor and left infantrymen 
vulnerable to counter-attacks with no 
capability for self-extraction. In addition, 
the extended range of the operation left 
the division vulnerable to air attacks and 
surveillance. Because the Force XXI 
division lacked sufficient air-defense 
assets, the enemy could exploit this weak- 
ness. In other words, if the enemy chose 
this CO A, the friendly commander did not 
have the requisite variety to control the 
situation. 

Second, the corps operation plan pre- 
scribed tasks that limited how the 25th 
(Force XXI) Division intended to fight. 
For example: 

• Corps planned fire strikes on the 
enemy's 15th Tank Division (TD) and 
3rd Motorized Rifle Division (MRD) 
prior to the 25th Division contact with 
the enemy. 

• Corps employed dynamic obstacles to 
fix the enemy's 15TD and 3MRD. 

• Corps assigned an aviation brigade to 
attack the lead regiments of the 
enemy's 15TD and 3MRD. 

This regulation from higher headquar- 
ters limited the options available to the 
friendly commander, because these 
actions were in his area of operations. The 
examples show that external regulation, 
in this case, reduced the number of COAs 
available to the friendly commander (i.e., 
reduced his qualitative variety). Our 
framework suggests that less (negative) 

regulation could reduce this effect. 
Further, (positive) regulation could reduce 
the complexity of missions the friendly 
commander is required to perform, 
thereby decreasing the variety of the situ- 
ation to be controlled. For example, higher 
headquarters could have reduced the threat 
of enemy second-echelon divisions by 
conducting air strikes beyond the 25th 
Division's area of operations. The group 
of general officers deemed this point to 
be very significant; one of their key find- 
ings was that higher headquarters must 
reduce the prescriptive tasks dictated to 
subordinate units. 

This examination of the AWE supports 
two important aspects of our framework. 
First, variety in the friendly force is 
important. Without requisite variety, for 
example, the 25th Division could not con- 
duct decisive operations. Second, higher 
command levels must consider the impact 
of external factors and strive to regulate 
these factors. Constraining commanders 
on the ground, for example, can actually 
limit warfighting effectiveness. 

Given these observations, one might 
surmise the 25th Division had an unsuc- 
cessful day on the battlefield, but this was 
not the case. The division was highly suc- 
cessful because of the information avail- 
able. The general officer working group 
realized that information dominance was 
a valued commodity that had to be planned 
for and efficiently used to be effective. 
Integrated C3I assets such as satellites, 
human intelligence, electronic warfare, 
and radar systems reduce the uncertainty 
of the enemy situation. This situational 
awareness was leveraged through the use 
of highly mobile assets (e.g., helicopters 
given quick attack missions) and long- 
range precision strikes to proactively 
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shape the battlefield and dominate the 
enemy. They attacked the enemy in 
numerous directions from dispersed loca- 
tions. By integrating C3I and mobility 
assets, the general officers achieved syn- 
ergistic results. These assets allowed the 
25th Division to attack in a variety of 
patterns by leveraging information. 

In summary, the AWE involved all three 
aspects of our framework for providing 
requisite variety: regulation, information, 
and variety catalysts. This helps portray 
how the concepts associated with requi- 
site variety and our analytical framework 
can be applied directly to the military, and 
it highlights key elements of their use and 
utility in support of Army experiments 
involving its ideas for warfare in the 
future: Force XXI. This examination of 
the framework also reinforces the distinc- 
tion between qualitative and quantitative 
variety and shows how even a numerically 
inferior force can prevail using regulation, 
information, and variety catalysts from the 
framework. In essence, we see that variety 
can serve as a proxy for military efficacy 
and provide some capability for explana- 
tion and prediction of differential results 
on the battlefield. Thus, our framework for 
requisite variety provides a language of 
constructs and method of analysis for 
robust and detailed effectiveness studies. 
And when combined with the many cur- 
rent techniques for cost analysis, this 
framework supports a novel, systematic 
approach to prioritizing weapon system 
requirements and military operations 
through requisite variety. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The analytical framework we have 
introduced supports a systematic approach 
to prioritizing weapon system require- 
ments and military operations through 
requisite variety. This framework takes 
Ashby's Law, a relatively simple but 
underused theory, and applies it directly 
to the military. It shows that complex sys- 
tems, including battles and engagements, 
can be evaluated through requisite vari- 
ety, and the frame- 
work provides ana- Wftm ansiyti€^ 
lytical constructs (^„^^ 
and guidelines for    Haveirtn 
using variety as a seaports a system 
proxy for, or predic- aticapproad-i to 
tor of, military effi- prioritizing vwaapcn 
cacy. The military sys*emrec^jrenr»-*s 
can first use the and rvaitary 
framework as a di- *^4*J«^tnJt n» tlnrqjgn 

.■   ,    i. icc|i laitn.'1 variety agnostic tool to ana- ■ ■* 
lyze the variety of 
the system. For example, it can help assess 
what threats are to be faced and the diver- 
sity of missions that are to be performed, 
then help identify possible solutions using 
the framework to maximize the opera- 
tional effectiveness of forces through the 
requisite variety construct. Cost can then 
be weighed against the possible solutions. 

Further, the framework provides a com- 
mon vocabulary to explain weapon 
requirements and the concepts of Force 
XXI to both Congress and the warfighters 
on the ground. It helps to answer many 
important and timely questions. For 
example, why is the military spending mil- 
lions of dollars on high-tech equipment 
to digitize the battlefield? Why is the Army 
developing conceptual doctrine that seems 
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more suitable for Luke Skywalker than 
Sergeant York? Our use of requisite vari- 
ety can improve the quality of answers 
provided to Congress, the soldiers, and 
other concerned stakeholders. 

Although the concept of variety may 
appear intangible, the analytical frame- 
work described in this paper outlines three 
concrete approaches to increasing com- 
manders' variety for battlefield domina- 
tion: regulation, information, and variety 
catalysts. Each of these has distinct ad- 

vantages and 
"OiriEeof disadvantages. 
reqLisite variety Optimally,    a 
canirrprauette combination of 
qLeiity of answers      the three alter- 
prouidedto natives should 
Congress, trie be considered 
solders, arcl for their syner- 

gistic effects, 
and when cost 
is combined 

with variety (as a proxy for effectiveness) 
in the equation, this framework provides 
the analytical structure necessary to ob- 
jectively prioritize weapon systems and 
evaluate military operations. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE MILITARY 

This work leads us to six recommen- 
dations for the military. 

Incorporate variety as a factor. The 
most significant finding of this study is 
that variety can be a useful factor for 
prioritizing requirements for the future 
operational forces of the U.S. military. We 
have seen that future military forces face 
a diversity of threats and missions in a 
global environment with unprecedented 
complexities. The theory of requisite 
variety reveals that in order to control such 
complex systems, the amount of variety 

ether ccraemsd 
stakeholders." 

in the control mechanism must equal or 
exceed that of the system being controlled. 
We recommend that each military service 
move to directly apply variety constructs 
such as regulation, information, and vari- 
ety catalysts in its requirements determi- 
nation process (especially during mission 
area analysis and analysis of alternatives). 
TRADOC should combine variety with 
cost as primary factors for prioritizing 
alternative weapon systems and force 
structures. All stakeholders including 
ICTs, IPTs, battle labs, and warfighters 
need to understand the concept of requisite 
variety. 

Aggressively pursue intelligence on 
future threats. During the Cold War, the 
United States had very robust intelligence 
efforts to gain and interpret information 
about the Soviet Union. However, as defense 
spending has dwindled, so have these intel- 
ligence efforts. The United States should 
continue to pursue robust intelligence 
efforts focused on determining valid 
threats. Just as situational awareness 
decreases the uncertainty of the enemy 
situation to the friendly commander on the 
ground, identifying strategic threats can 
reduce the uncertainty at the national level. 
Without these intelligence efforts, it will 
be difficult to measure the amount of 
variety we need. The potential conse- 
quence is not having the correct mix of 
forces on the future battlefield. 

Prioritize weapon systems. Given 
current financial constraints, the short- 
term military requirements should focus 
on C3I and mobility systems. Such assets 
appear to provide the best variety-to-cost 
ratio and may represent a requisite-vari- 
ety bridge to 21st century warfare. As 
illustrated in the AWE, information 
reduces uncertainty in the system, and 
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mobility complements situational aware- 
ness to increase the variety of action for 
friendly forces. Modernization of other 
weapon systems, such as multirole fight- 
ing vehicles, can further increase force 
variety, but this approach portends to be 
quite costly. With the quality of intelli- 
gence assets that exist, the military can 
make great strides by simply re-engineer- 
ing the process of obtaining and distribut- 
ing information. Notice we do not argue 
for building all intelligence systems and 
no action systems. But neither should we 
neglect intelligence to support weapon 
system modernization. Either way, by put- 
ting all our eggs in one basket, we risk 
not having the requisite variety to conduct 
decisive operations. 

Continue joint warfare. Using the 
capabilities of all the Services in joint war- 
fare is an excellent, low-cost approach to 
increasing variety. The United States 
should continue to train and fight as a joint 
team, and efforts should be made to 
increase the connectivity of weapon sys- 
tems and doctrine to achieve synergistic 
results with the expanding NATO and 
potential coalition partners. The variety of 
weapon systems in current inventories and 
arsenals of allied nations is substantial, and 
it augments our ability to attack and 
defend across multiple dimensions from 
either dispersed or close-proximity 
locations on the battlefield. 

Reduce higher headquarters' pre- 
scriptive tasks to subordinate units. 
Prescriptive tasks from higher headquar- 
ters negatively regulate commanders on 

the ground and limit their warfighting 
effectiveness. We observed this phenom- 
enon with the 25th Force XXI Division. 
Following the technique of empowerment, 
higher headquarters should focus on what 
the requirements are, not how to perform 
them, and explicitly decide whether and 
how much to limit commanders' variety 
in theater. 

Continue variety research. Our final 
recommendation is to continue this line 
of research to enhance and refine the 
framework developed in this paper. 
Toward this end, four topics for further 
study appear to have merit: 

• Investigate alternatives to model and 
quantify the factor of requisite variety. 

• Examine what impact requisite variety 
has on logistics in terms of life-cycle 
costs, schedule, and performance. 

• Research different possibilities for 
variety catalysts. 

• Explore how the conceptual framework 
for providing requisite variety can be 
applied to a weapon system program. 

Research represents a prudent approach 
to developing new knowledge—especially 
when compared to trial and error on the 
battlefield-^and the application of requi- 
site variety to weapon system priori- 
tization appears to be a timely, practical, 
and powerful topic for continued work 
along these lines. 
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ENDNOTES 

In order to simplify the system, we as- 
sume all the influences on the enemy 
are channeled through a single input 
and all effects are channeled into a 
single output. 

A "win" in this example is defined as 
a clear and decisive victory. All other 
outcomes result in a loss. The various 
loss outcomes are represented in 
Tables 1 and 2 as b, c, and d. 

4. Practically, the framework and analy- 
sis can scale to address any number 
of simultaneous enemy CO As. 

5. The EXFOR is a Force XXI-equipped 
division located at Fort Hood, TX. The 
EXFOR is the unit that participates in 
the "digital" National Training Cen- 
ter rotations and other AWEs to test 
new concepts and equipment. 

Clearly, many factors contributed to 
success in the Gulf War (e.g., air 
strikes, tactical skill and savvy of 
commanders). Indeed, the presence of 
such a variety of factors strengthens 
the importance of our distinction 
between qualitative and quantitative 
variety. 
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